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heart-rending, sometimes funny, Gordy Smith will prove memorable to
all who meet him.”—Booklist (starred review) In Following My Own
Footsteps, sixth-grader Gordy Smith comes to grips with the fear that
he’ll turn out no better than his abusive father . . . With his father now in
jail and one brother hospitalized, Gordy’s mother has no choice but to
take the family to their wealthy grandmother’s house in North Carolina.
There Gordy meets William, a boy who had polio and is now wheelchair
bound. Though they become friends, Gordy’s plans to help William fail
spectacularly. Matters only get worse when Gordy’s father is released
from prison and his mother is poised to give him a second chance. Gordy
must decide where he belongs—with his dysfunctional parents or with
the grandma who is more than his match in toughness, in courage, and in
love. “A cast of unforgettable characters inhabit this work, seasoned with
WW II setting but utterly contemporary in its concerns. Hahn is in top
form, proving through Gordy’s first-person narration that real love can
triumph over all kinds of adversity, and often does.”—Kirkus Reviews
“The complex characterizations, period setting and Gordy’s brave
attempts to break a cycle of violence will hold readers’
interest.”—Publishers Weekly “It’s a timeless social issue really, in any
era, of having a dysfunctional abusive parent . . . A very good story
showcasing complex friendships, familial relationships, and inner
conflict, all set in WW2 America.”—Cats and Fiction

Witch Catcher - Mary Downing Hahn 2006-07-24
When her widower father inherits a castlelike estate in the mountains of
West Virginia, 12-year-old Jen is thrilled. It seems like a wish come true.
But she quickly realizes that not all change is positive. Her dad has a
mysterious new girlfriend, Moura, who slowly drives a wedge between
Jen and her father. Furthermore, Moura has an unusually strong—almost
obsessive—interest in the antiques that fill the mansion, especially a
beautiful glass globe that Jen finds hanging in a window. When Jen’s cat
accidentally breaks the globe, which Moura calls a “witch catcher,”
strange things begin to happen. . . . An odd-looking girl wearing a torn
dress appears, seemingly out of nowhere, and Moura’s behavior becomes
more sinister, leading Jen to believe that her father is a pawn in an evil
scheme. Soon Jen finds herself caught in the midst of a supernatural war,
with the fate of an enchanted race—and her family—at stake. Inspired by
the age-old legend of witch catchers, Mary Downing Hahn brings a
magical cast of characters to life in this compelling fantasy adventure.
Author’s note.
Time Of The Witch - Mary Downing Hahn 1982-09-20
Laura tells an old woman of her wish that her parents were back
together again, without realizing that she is speaking to a real witch.
Following My Own Footsteps - Mary Downing Hahn 1996-08-16
The sequel to the award-winning Stepping on the Cracks. “Sometimes
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them in such a “traitorous” act. Unfortunately, this is precisely what
happens, setting off a horrific chain of events that leaves Haswell’s
mother dead and the farmhouse burned to the ground. After leading his
younger sister to safety with relatives, Haswell sets out on his journey in
search of his older brother, a Confederate soldier. His quest is also a
passage into manhood, as he experiences the last bloody days of the Civil
War. Skillful storytelling, well-developed characters, and a fast-paced
plot distinguish this compelling family story by an award-winning author.
As Ever, Gordy - Mary Downing Hahn 1998-04-20
Gordy couldn't be more unhappy about moving back to his hometown of
College Hill, where everybody knows his family's troubled history. In
North Carolina, Gordy's life had finally seemed to be on the right track.
But in College Hill, Gordy and his sister, June, move into a cramped
apartment with their brother Stu and his new family. The principal at
Gordy's school immediately has it in for him, his old pals encourage him
to cause trouble, and his one-time nemesis, Elizabeth, hates him more
than ever. It seems to Gordy as though the whole world is against him.
Will he slip back into his old trouble-making ways for good, or will he be
able to keep growing into the successful person he was striving to
become?
Deep And Dark And Dangerous - Mary Downing Hahn 2008-08-04
Just before summer begins, 13-year-old Ali finds an odd photograph in
the attic. She knows the two children in it are her mother, Claire, and
her aunt Dulcie. But who’s the third person, the one who’s been torn out
of the picture? Ali figures she’ll find out while she’s vacationing in Maine
with Dulcie and her four-year-old daughter, Emma, in the house where
Ali’s mother’s family used to spend summers. All hopes for relaxation are
quashed shortly after their arrival, though, when the girls meet Sissy, a
kid who’s mean and spiteful and a bad influence on Emma. Strangest of
all, Sissy keeps talking about a girl named Teresa who drowned under
mysterious circumstances back when Claire and Dulcie were kids, and
whose body was never found. At first Ali thinks Sissy’s just trying to
scare her with a ghost story, but soon she discovers the real reason why
Sissy is so angry. . . . Mary Downing Hahn is at her chilling best in this

The Doll in the Garden - Mary Downing Hahn 2007
This award-winning novel is now available in paperback. After Ashley
and Kristi find an antique doll buried in old Miss Cooper's garden, they
discover that they can enter a ghostly turn-of-the-century world by going
through a hole in the hedge.
Closed For The Season - Mary Downing Hahn 2010-09-06
A contemporary thriller by the bestselling author of The Old Willis Place.
Two 13-year-old boys, Arthur and Logan, set out to solve the mystery of a
murder that took place some years ago in the old house Logan's family
has just moved into. The boys' quest takes them to the highest and
lowest levels of society in their small Maryland town, and eventually to a
derelict amusement park that is supposedly closed for the season.
Wait Till Helen Comes - Mary Downing Hahn 2008-04-21
Twelve-year-old Molly and her ten-year-old brother, Michael, have never
liked their seven-year-old stepsister, Heather. Ever since their parents
got married, she's made Molly and Michael's life miserable. Now their
parents have moved them all to the country to live in a house that used
to be a church, with a cemetery in the backyard. If that's not bad enough,
Heather starts talking to a ghost named Helen and warning Molly and
Michael that Helen is coming for them. Molly feels certain Heather is in
some kind of danger, but every time she tries to help, Heather twists
things around to get her into trouble. It seems as if things can't get any
worse. But they do—when Helen comes.
Stepping on the Cracks - Mary Downing Hahn 2009
In a small Southern town in 1944, two girls secretly help a seriously ill
army deserter, a decision that changes their perceptions of right and
wrong. Issues of moral ambiguity and accepting consequences for
actions are thoughtfully considered in this deftly crafted story.
Hear The Wind Blow - Mary Downing Hahn 2003-05-19
On a cold, snowy night, Haswell Magruder makes a decision that will
have a profound effect on his own life as well as the lives of all those he
loves. A wounded Confederate soldier appears at the family’s Virginia
farm, and Haswell convinces his mother and sister to take the man in,
despite the certain repercussions if the enemy Yankees were to catch
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new supernatural tale that’s certain to send shivers down her readers’
spines.
One For Sorrow - Mary Downing Hahn 2017-07-18
Against the ominous backdrop of the influenza epidemic of 1918, Annie,
a new girl at school, is claimed as best friend by Elsie, a classmate who is
a tattletale, a liar, and a thief. Soon Annie makes other friends and finds
herself joining them in teasing and tormenting Elsie. Elsie dies from
influenza, but then she returns to reclaim Annie's friendship and punish
all the girls who bullied her. Young readers who revel in spooky stories
will relish this chilling tale of a girl haunted by a vengeful ghost.
Anna All Year Round - Mary Downing Hahn 1999-03-29
Eight-year-old Anna enjoys one exciting experience after another in this
charming story set in Baltimore just before World War I. She gets a new
winter coat that's even better than Rosa's, rollerskates down the steepest
hill in the neighborhood, and rides the trolley all by herself. And she
delights in the changes occurring in the world around her, as motorcars
and electric lights appear for the first time on her street. Based on the
childhood experiences of the author's mother, these heartwarming
episodes touch on timeless themes of family, friends, and the wonders of
growing up.
The Thirteenth Cat - Mary Downing Hahn 2021-09-07
From master of middle grade horror Mary Downing Hahn, a new thriller
about bravery, unexpected friendship, and sinister cats that will
captivate readers with its chilling mix of mystery and magic. Zoey loves
spending the summer with her Aunt Alice, and her aunt's new house is
the perfect place to cozy up with a good book. But she's unnerved by the
overgrown forest next door, which is creepy even in the daytime and full
of eerie sounds at night. Worse, there are rumors in town of a dark force
in those woods. And Zoey can't deny that the wild black cats who live
there seem to be watching her. When she encounters a mean old woman
who claims to be their owner, Zoey realizes there's more to the cats than
meets the eye. But little does she know that the closer she comes to
discovering their secret, the more danger she's in . . .
The Sara Summer - Mary Downing Hahn 1995-01-01
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Forthright, domineering Sara teaches Emily to speak up for herself, but
as a result, Emily finds herself having to take a stand against Sara.
The Dead Man In Indian Creek - Mary Downing Hahn 2009-11-16
At the same time that Matt and Parker find the body of the dead man in
the creek, they recognize George Evans, the owner of the antique shop
where Parker's mother works.
The Old Willis Place - Mary Downing Hahn 2007
Tired of the rules that have bound them ever since "the bad thing
happened," twelve-year-old Diana ignores her brother's warnings and
befriends the daughter of the new caretaker, setting in motion a series of
events that lead to an unforeseeable result.
Closed for the Season - Mary Downing Hahn 2010-09-06
When Logan and his family move into a run-down old house in rural
Virginia, he discovers that a woman was murdered there and becomes
involved with his neighbor Arthur in a dangerous investigation to try to
uncover the killer
Mary Downing Hahn 8 Bk Box Set Costco - Mary Downing Hahn
2021-07-14
A contemporary thriller by the bestselling author of The Old Willis Place.
Two 13-year-old boys, Arthur and Logan, set out to solve the mystery of a
murder that took place some years ago in the old house Logan's family
has just moved into. The boys' quest takes them to the highest and
lowest levels of society in their small Maryland town, and eventually to a
derelict amusement park that is supposedly closed for the season.
Time for Andrew - Mary Downing Hahn 2007
When he goes to spend the summer with his great-aunt in the family's old
house, eleven-year-old Drew is drawn eighty years into the past to trade
places with his great-great-uncle who is dying of diptheria. Reprint.
Tallahassee Higgins - Mary Downing Hahn 2007-02-19
“Out of sight, out of mind.” That’s what Tallahassee Higgins’s mother,
Liz, always says about her ex-boyfriends. But now that Tallahassee has
been sent to live with her aunt and uncle in Maryland so Liz can start a
movie career in California, the words are taking on new meaning. Aunt
Thelma says that Liz is gone for good, but Talley is sure her mother will
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come for her. So who cares if mean Aunt Thelma hates her, if she’s
failing sixth grade, or if the kids at school think she’s a liar? It’s not like
she’s staying in Maryland forever. Unless Aunt Thelma is right and Liz
isn’t coming back.
Swindle - Gordon Korman 2012-01-01
Ocean's 11 . . . with 11-year-olds, in a super stand-alone heist caper from
Gordon Korman! After a mean collector named Swindle cons him out of
his most valuable baseball card, Griffin Bing must put together a band of
misfits to break into Swindle's compound and recapture the card. There
are many things standing in their way -- a menacing guard dog, a hightech security system, a very secret hiding place, and their inability to
drive -- but Griffin and his team are going to get back what's rightfully
his . . . even if hijinks ensue. This is Gordon Korman at his crowdpleasing best, perfect for readers who like to hoot, howl, and heist.
The Gentleman Outlaw and Me - Mary Downing Hahn 2007-12-17
A “ripsnorting western . . . With plenty of twists and turns—and a cameo
appearance by Doc Holliday—it’s a real cowgirl triumph” (Kirkus
Reviews). In 1887, twelve-year-old Eliza Yates—disguised as a boy—sets
out with her faithful dog Caesar to search for her missing father. Along
the way, she falls in with gentleman outlaw Calvin Featherbone.
“Together, they make their way to Tinville, Colorado, where,
coincidentally, Calvin’s father was killed by a certain Sheriff Yates.
Calvin plans to avenge the murder, but he gets himself and Eliza in so
much trouble with his amateurish schemes that the pair arrives in town
ready to be hanged as horse thieves. Hahn’s writing crackles like
gunshot in the Ol’ West, and Eliza and Calvin make a lovable team. The
plotting is . . . tight and fast paced, and Hahn does a fine job of
recreating the atmosphere of the days of cowboys and miners” (Booklist).
“Hahn has obviously done her research, and succeeds in bringing the
ambiance of the Old West to her novel. The result is a fast, funny, and
entertaining adventure that’s just the thing for fans of Dr. Quinn,
Medicine Woman.”—School Library Journal “An amusing comedy of
errors that derives much of its humor from Calvin’s speech and manners
and Eliza’s wry asides alluding to her true identity as a girl.”—Kirkus
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A Ghostly Gathering - Mary Downing Hahn 2018-07-24
A bewitched doll, a vengeful spirit, and a haunted mansion populate
three haunting tales from award-winning author Mary Downing Hahn.
Spine-chilling and spooky, these stories of the supernatural will thrill
readers who love to be scared . . . just enough. Set during the Flu
epidemic of 1918, One for Sorrow introduces Annie, a new girl at school,
who is immediately claimed as best friend by Elsie—a tattletale, a liar,
and a thief. Soon Annie makes other friends and finds herself joining
them in teasing and tormenting Elsie. Elsie dies from influenza, but then
she returns to reclaim Annie's friendship and punish all the girls who
bullied her. In Took, a witch called Old Auntie is lurking near Dan's
family's new home. He doesn't believe in her at first, but is forced to
accept that she is real and take action when his little sister, Erica, is
"took" to become Auntie's slave for the next fifty years. The Old Willis
Place follows Diana and her little brother Georgie, who have been living
in the woods behind the old Willis place, a decaying Victorian mansion,
for what already seems like forever. They aren’t allowed to leave the
property or show themselves to anyone. But when a new caretaker
comes to live there with his young daughter, Lissa, Diana is tempted to
break the mysterious rules they live by and reveal herself so she can
finally have a friend. Somehow, Diana must get Lissa’s help if she and
Georgie ever hope to release themselves from the secret that has bound
them to the old Willis place for so long.
Promises to the Dead - Mary Downing Hahn 2009
Twelve-year-old Jesse leaves his home on Maryland's Eastern Shore to
help a young runaway slave find a safe haven in the early days of the
Civil War.
The Stone Child - Dan Poblocki 2010-08-24
What if the monsters from your favorite horror books were real? Eddie
Fennicks has always been a loner, content to lose himself in a mystery
novel by his favorite author, Nathaniel Olmstead. That's why moving to
the small town of Gatesweed becomes a dream come true when Eddie
discovers that Olmstead lived there before mysteriously disappearing
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thirteen years ago. Even better, Eddie finds a handwritten, never-beforeseen Nathaniel Olmstead book printed in code and befriends Harris,
who's as much an Olmsteady as he is. But then the frightening creatures
of Olmstead's books begin to show up in real life, and Eddie's dream
turns into a nightmare. Eddie, Harris, and their new friend, Maggie,
must break Olmstead's code, banish all gremlins and monster lake-dogs
from the town of Gatesweed, and solve the mystery of the missing
author, all before Eddie's mom finishes writing her own tale of terror and
brings to life the scariest creature of all.
Mister Death's Blue-Eyed Girls - Mary Downing Hahn 2012-04-17
Based on an actual crime in 1955, this YA novel is at once a mystery and
a coming-of-age story. The brutal murder of two teenage girls on the last
day of Nora Cunningham’s junior year in high school throws Nora into
turmoil. Her certainties—friendships, religion, her prudence, her resolve
to find a boyfriend taller than she is—are shaken or cast off altogether.
Most people in Elmgrove, Maryland, share the comforting conviction that
Buddy Novak, who had every reason to want his ex-girlfriend dead, is
responsible for the killings. Nora agrees at first, then begins to doubt
Buddy’s guilt, and finally comes to believe him innocent—the lone
dissenting voice in Elmgrove. Told from several different perspectives,
including that of the murderer, Mister Death’s Blue-Eyed Girls is a
suspenseful page-turner with a powerful human drama at its core.
Guest - Mary Downing Hahn 2019
Young Mollie traverses eerie, perilous lands to retrieve her baby brother,
Thomas, from the Kinde Folke, malicious sprites who snatched him and
left a hideous changeling in his place.
The Girl In The Locked Room - Mary Downing Hahn 2018-09-04
Ghost story master Mary Downing Hahn unrolls the suspenseful, spinechilling yarn of a girl imprisoned for more than a century, the terrifying
events that put her there, and a friendship that crosses the boundary
between past and present. A family moves into an old, abandoned house.
Jules's parents love the house, but Jules is frightened and feels a sense of
foreboding. When she sees a pale face in an upstairs window, though,
she can't stop wondering about the eerie presence on the top floor—in a
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room with a locked door. Could it be someone who lived in the house a
century earlier? Her fear replaced by fascination, Jules is determined to
make contact with the mysterious figure and help unlock the door. Past
and present intersect as she and her ghostly friend discover—and
change—the fate of the family who lived in the house all those many
years ago.
A Haunting Collection By Mary Downing Hahn - Mary Downing Hahn
2011-10-20
Mysterious disappearances! Ghost appearances! From the supernatural
to the downright scary, these three spooky stories from award-winning
author Mary Downing Hahn are sure to send shivers down readers’
spines. Mysterious photographs, ghostly old houses, and all things
supernatural await readers in these three frightful tales.
Look For Me By Moonlight - Mary Downing Hahn 2008-09-08
When sixteen-year-old Cynda goes to stay with her father and his second
wife, Susan, at their remote bed-and-breakfast inn in Maine, everything
starts off well despite legends about ghosts and a murder at the inn. But
Cynda feels like a visitor in Dad's new life, an outsider. Then intense,
handsome stranger Vincent Morthanos arrives at the inn and seems to
return Cynda's interest. At first she is blind to the subtle, insistent signs
that Vincent is not what he seems-that he is, in fact, a vampire. Can
Cynda free herself-and her family-from Vincent's power before it's too
late? Full-bodied characterizations and page-turning suspense ensure
that this eerie, riveting novel will appeal to middle school fans of mystery
and horror.
Daphne's Book - Mary Downing Hahn 1983-10-24
Daphne is the last person Jessica wants to work with on the Write-a-Book
project, but her feelings change when she gets to know Daphne and
stumbles on her terrible secret.
Took - Mary Downing Hahn 2015
"A witch called Old Auntie is lurking near Dan's family's new home. He
doesn't believe in her at first, but is forced to accept that she is real and
take action when his little sister, Erica, is 'took' to become Auntie's slave
for the next fifty years"-5/6
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The Jellyfish Season - Mary Downing Hahn 1992-04-01
I thought becoming a teenager was going to be fun. Instead., the summer
I turned thirteen my life turned upside-down. Dad lost his job and we
moved into my aunt and uncle's beach house. Sounded great-but not
When I had to share a room with my boy-crazy cousin Fay. Fay was
having plenty of fun, but I just got to sit on the beach and watch. It
seemed like Fay had the kind of teenage life I only dreamed of. But then
the end of summer came and everything seemed different. It looked as if
my life might even turn fun-side-up.
The Wind Blows Backward - Mary Downing Hahn 1993
Although they share a love of poetry and problems with their parents, a
shy high school senior's attraction to a popular classmate is tempered by
her fear of his moody, self-destructive side.
The Ghost of Crutchfield Hall - Mary Downing Hahn 2010
In the nineteenth century, ten-year-old Florence Crutchfield leaves a
London orphanage to live with her great-uncle, great-aunt, and sickly
cousin James, but she soon realizes the home has another resident, who
means to do her and James harm.
All the Lovely Bad Ones - Mary Downing Hahn 2009-08
While spending the summer at their grandmother's Vermont inn, two
prankster siblings awaken young ghosts from the inn's distant past who
refuse to "rest in peace."
The Puppet's Payback and Other Chilling Tales - Mary Downing
Hahn 2020-09
From ghost story master Mary Downing Hahn, an assortment of eerie
short stories to thrill and chill young readers
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Terrifying Tales (8-Book Box Set) - MARY DOWNING. HAHN
2021-09-14
The ultimate gift for young readers who love thrills, chills, and spooky
stories, here are eight terrifying tales from the award-winning master of
middle grade horror Mary Downing Hahn, in an enticing paperback
boxed set. Are you ready to be terrified? There are scares aplenty in this
deluxe box set collection of eight of Mary Downing Hahn's top-selling
books: All the Lovely Bad Ones, Closed for the Season, Deep and Dark
and Dangerous, The Doll in the Garden, The Ghost of Crutchfield Hall,
The Old Willis Place, Took, and Wait Till Helen Comes. Apparitions stalk
the halls of gloomy manors; a witch plots to kidnap a young girl;
something lurks within the shadows of an abandoned amusement park.
Ghosts and ghouls of all kinds walk the pages of the paranormal pageturners in this box set, sure to send shivers down readers' spines. Awardwinning author Mary Downing Hahn's spooky stories have a scare for
everyone.
The Case of the Case of Mistaken Identity - Mac Barnett 2009-10-06
When twelve-year-old Steve Brixton, a fan of Bailey Brothers detective
novels, is mistaken for a real detective, he must elude librarians, police,
and the mysterious Mr. E as he seeks a missing quilt containing coded
information.
Where I Belong - Mary Downing Hahn 2014
"Eleven-year-old Brendan Doyle doesn't get along with his foster mother,
he's failing fifth grade, and he's bullied mercilessly by a band of boys in
his class. Then Brendan meets two potential friends--an eccentric old
man and a girl from summer school--and he sees that there may be hope
for him after all"--
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